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Flash Matches Cause 
Stock Market Collape      

by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez-Shufflebottom-Hufflepuff-Worcestershire-Sauce

The Dow Jones dropped over 600 points over 
the past week, and investors are bracing for a 
bear market (no more shaving your back hair, 
fellas). Wall Street analysts quickly pointed 
the finger at M4K Omaha for the cause of the 
recent dip. 

A disheveled-looking Jim Cramer went live 
on Mad Money exclaiming “We’re in a free fall 
here! People are dumping their stock in huge 
volumes and going all in on Flash Matches!   
No diversification! 

It took just over two minutes on last week’s 
Flash Match and people were screaming       
‘RECESSION!’ Total chaos!”

*pushes giant red button that makes a fart 
noise*

Will the M4K flash matches continue to create 
turmoil in the market? With another weekly 
record total announced at Pipeline it appears 
likely the only investing happening in May will 
be in Angels Among Us. Sorry, Don.

Knowin’ Who’s 
Growin’

Ayoob Hadi
Years growing = 1
Fun fact = Has been 
accused of using mustache 
hair plugs since 3rd grade. 

Frank McBride
Years growing = 1
Fun fact = Maintains 
Nebraska’s most carefully 
curated collection 
of braided belts.

Tom Brantly
Years growing = 10
Fun fact = Formed an 
all-star M4K tribute band 
in honor of the late Chris 
Cornell, aptly named 
“Black Hole Stache.”
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The second Thursday following Clean Shave Night has many engrained 
traditions. While the core theme is for all growers to wear a Hawaiian 
shirt to the Pipeline Tavern and drink beer, there is also the swag auc-
tion, short shorts, the first updated grower photo and the group photo 
out on the deck.

Because of our swelling ranks, this means that our official photogra-
pher, Phil “Shamrock Omega” Wonder, must perch himself on the me-
dian of a 6 lane thoroughfare in order to capture the panoramic view 
of our group. Keep in mind that 72nd St. is the second busiest road in 
Nebraska. 

The danger is amped up by the high average motorist speed, Phil’s 
blood alcohol content and the distracted driving of the perverts ca-
reening out of Dr. John’s next door with their latest marital aide. A quick 
consultation with a 30 year OSHA employee reveals that Phil’s activity is 
more dangerous than the following:

• Walking through Michael Vick’s backyard blowing on a dog whistle 
while wearing a bacon Speedo.

• Finding yourself between George Svagera and his beer. 

• Swiping right on Jeffrey Dahmer.

• Calling Ndamukong Suh a p**** right before yelling HUT. 

• Making fun of Vladimir Putin’s comb-over while wearing a Rocky IV 
t-shirt.

• Chain smoking at an oil refinery. 

• Finding yourself between Brent Smoyer and a drunken coed. 

• Eating sushi you found in your trunk 3 days after Stache Bash. 

• Finding yourself between Brent Smoyer and 2 drunken coeds.

Phil successfully navigated this potential death trap for yet another 
gem of a photo. “It was actually way scarier getting shots of the Scooter 
Mob. Those guys were out of control.”  Agreed, Phil. That kind of awe-
some cannot be controlled.

Should I stick with my mustache name 
forever, or change it up?  

Are you steady and stable like the mighty rock of Theo-
dore Roosevelts face on Mount Rushmore or are you 
whimsical and weird like Salvidor Dali.  You do you boo.

Does the government offer any for a tax 
relief for a mustache?  

They do. Just go donate a crap load or two of money to 

Angels Among us and you can deduct the amount from 
your income.

Does this new partnership between M4K 
and Beiber mean I can rock his cds in pub-
lic finally?

NO! First, you cannot “Rock” Justin Beiber, and two, why 
do still use cd’s. Go get some Nugent or Skynyrd, you 
weirdo.

ASK MUSTACHE GEORGE

Shamrock Omega Cheats Death 
Once Again     by Kip Dynamite’s Doppleganger
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